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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization is outsourcing its payroll system and is
requesting to conduct a full audit on the third-party
information technology (IT) systems. During the due diligence
process, the third party provides previous audit report on its
IT system.
Which of the following MUST be considered by the organization
in order for the audit reports to be acceptable?
A. The audit assessment has been conducted by an international
audit firm.
B. The audit assessment has been conducted by an independent
assessor.
C. The audit reports have been signed by the third-party senior
management.
D. The audit reports have been issued in the last six months.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which type of access controls are used to protect an asset

before a breach occurs? (Select all that apply.)
A. Preventive
B. Deterrent
C. Corrective
D. Recovery
Answer: A,C
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
When the user has launched an EC2 instance from an instance
store backed AMI and added an instance store volume to the
instance in addition to the root device volume, the block
device mapping for the new AMI contains the information for
these volumes as well. In addition, the block device mappings
for the instances those are launched from the new AMI will
automatically contain information for these volumes.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers (UC) is planning to end-of-life a
subscription Product by preventing any new sales of the
Product. UC wants to allow renewals if a customer has already
purchased the Product.
How can the Admin meet this requirement?
A. Create an end-of-life checkbox on the Product, then create a
Search Filter to exclude any Product marked end-of-life from

Product Selection.
B. Delete the Product so it is unavailable for new business
Quotes.
C. Create a new renewal Product, then link it to the
end-of-life Product by using the Renewal Product lookup.
D. Deactivate the Product since CPQ allows inactive Products to
be renewed.
Answer: C
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